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What  you find in  Herodotus  are cui-de-sacs  within  the sweep of history - how people betray 

each other for the sake of nations, how people fall in love ... 

So the English Patient describes Herodotus in Michael Ondaatje's novel. For the thousands inspired 

by Anthony Minghella's Oscar-winning film ofOndaatje's novel to rush out and buy a copy of the 

'Father of History',  the epic sweep of the Histories will be only one of the features that will remind 

them of the film. There are the stories of marvellous desert winds retold by the hero Almasy 

(Ralph Fiennes) to Katharine Clifton (Kristin Scott Thomas). There is the story of the Lydian king 

Candaules showing off his wife's beauty to his lieutenant Gyges, echoing the adulterous affair 

between Almasy and Katharine. But there are also many other parallels between Herodotus and 

The English Patient, parallels both of structure and of theme. 

Beginnings and ends 

To begin with, Herodotus provides the framework for the structure of the film: that is, Almasy's 

copy  of Herodotus does. Almasy's book is the one possession he salvages from the plane crash 

with which the film opens, and which transforms him into the anonymous English Patient. His copy of 

Herodotus doubles as a scrapbook into which he pastes photographs, drawings, notes scrawled on 

Christmas Crackers, even a small fern. These then provide the cues for a number of flashbacks which 

one by one illuminate his past.  

The use of Herodotus as a device by which to structure the film is particularly appropriate. For, just 

as the film glides back and forth from the war-time present of the Tuscan convent to pre-war days 

of desert exploration, so Herodotus too skips from one city or country to another, from one century 

to another, in a way that is at first bewildering. Herodotus' work, moreover, is itself a kind of 

scrapbook, for it contains not just the narrative of the war between Persia and Greece, not just the 

early history of the participants in that war, but a wealth of other information. Herodotus was 

concerned simply to sketch the whole range of human experience, or (in his own words) the 'great 

and wonderful deeds of both Greeks and Barbarians ... together with the reason they fought one 

another.' This is a remit that can include almost anything, not just the actions of different peoples, 

but their buildings, their religious or sexual customs,  their languages,  and also  the marvellous 

events  that happen  to  them; miracles of priestesses suddenly growing beards, 'amazing-but 

true stories' such as that of Arion being rescued from drowning by a dolphin.  

This 'is not to say that the Histories lack a structure. Indeed it is often through the subtle 

positioning of stories that Herodotus puts over his most important points. Just as Minghella's 

film, for example,   opens  and  closes   with  the  sight  of  Almasy  and Katharine  flying in  a 

Tiger  Moth  over  the desert,  Katharine 'slumped forward as if sleeping', so there are a number 

of important parallels between  the end of the Histories  and their opening. The last  main 

episode  of Herodotus' work concerns  the gruesome execution of a Persian,  Artayctes, for an 

act of sacrilege in the shrine of the Greek hero Protesilaus. His punishment, being nailed to a 

plank and left to die as his son is stoned before his eyes, takes place by the Hellespont, the border 

between Asia and Europe. Protesilaus had been the first Greek  to die in an earlier conflict 

between Asia and Europe, the Trojan War, with which Herodotus  opens his work. Artayctes 

justifies his action, however, by claiming that Protesilaus was a man who had stolen the Persian  

king Xerxes' property: for the Persians, Herodotus explains, echoing a statement from the first 

chapters of his work, hold that all of Asia belongs to them and is under the rule of their king. At 



the same time, the identity of the man responsible for Artayctes' barbaric   punishment   points   

forward   to  another empire; Xanthippus,  the father of Pericles,  the Athenian leader at  the  

time  of  the  height  of her  fifth-century  power.  It has happened before, it will happen again, 

Herodotus  seems to be saying: one empire is really little different from another. 

Similar ironies overshadow the end of The English Patient. In Ondaatje's novel,  the death  of 

the Patient  occurs  against  the backdrop of the news of the bombing of Hiroshima: 

They will bury everything  except the book. The body, the sheets, his clothes, the rifle. Soon he 

will be alone with Hana.And the motive for all this on the radio. A terrible event  emerging  out 

of the shortwave. A new  war. The death of a civilisation. 

One war ends and another begins. At the same time, one life ends and another (that of Hana) 

begins. Again, it is implied, the cycle will continue.  The book, Herodotus' Histories  of course, 

just goes on into Hana's new life, the only thin thread of continuity. 

An earth without maps? 

There are also a number of similarities of theme between the two works. Both are concerned, for 

example, with issues of nationality. Almasy and his fellow explorers form the 'International Sand  

Club', a group  oblivious  to national  background.  This idealism cannot withstand the impending 

war, however. Ahnasy is contemptuous of the idea that anyone can  'own  the desert', but it 

is his own maps which ultimately unlock the desert to the Germans.In the new atmosphere,  

'anybody remotely foreign is suddenly  a spy', as  Almasy's friend  Madox  warns  him, and 

Almasy's Hungarian  name leads  to his being mistaken  for  a German  ('Count Fucking  

Arsehole Von Bismarck') and being forced into the arms of Britain's enemy. 

On  another  level,  however,  the dream  of  a world  without nationality is realised. Katharine, in 

the note that she leaves Almasy as she lies dying, speaks of an 'earth without maps': 'we are the 

real countries, not the boundaries  drawn on maps with the names of powerful men.' This vision 

is fulfilled in a number of ways. First, through  the final scene of the Tiger Moth cruising over the 

desert: for (in Minghella's screenplay, at least) the desert itself is the 'earth  without maps'. 

Then through the love of Hana and Kip, Canadian and Sikh. And finally -ironically - through  

the transformation of Almasy  himself. As he puts it: 'When I arrived  in  Italy,  on  my  medical  

chart,  they  wrote "English Patient". Isn't it funny, after all that I became English'. For  Kip,  the 

patient  even  represents  'everything  that's good about England'. 

Herodotus too in many ways seeks to disturb national stereotypes. Though  he falls  back into 

cliches  of decadent  oriental monarchs and their slavish subjects, he is frequently willing to see 

good in his barbarians. At times he even seems determined to shock Greek opinion by asserting 

how much of their culture originates in Egypt. Moreover,  just as all men, whether they be 

Athenian  or Persian,  are liable to overreach in their desire for power, so too there are limits 

imposed to the power of any men. Almasy tells Katharine, as they shelter from a sandstorm, of 

the Simoom, a  wind  which  'a nation  thought  was  so  evil  they declared war on it and 

marched out against it in full battle dress.' Herodotus  completes  the story: the Psylli, the people 

in question, marched out, and the wind blew and buried them in sand. Other  peoples  too find  

natural  limits  set  to their  power:  the Persian kings Cyrus, Carnbyses, Darius and Xerxes each 

embark on one campaign  too many and suffer the consequences. 

Different truths 



The English Patient portrays  the stories of individuals  against the backdrop of war. The film, as 

Anthony Minghella  has remarked, illustrates  the way in which history is 'fashioned by 

correspondences between  individuals  ..., the sum of all those exchanges  we are  

contributing to,  willy  nilly.'  These  words could equally well describe Herodotus' attitude to 

'history'. To take just one, particularly appropriate, example, the Persian invasion  of Egypt  was 

triggered by the king Cambyses' anger when he discovered that his Egyptian counterpart sent 

him as his bride not his own daughter but a substitute. His way into Egypt across  the desert  was 

made  possible  then, like  the Germans' route across the desert, by secrets disclosed  by a Greek 

mercenary with a grudge against his former Egyptian employer. Love, envy, greed for wealth or 

power: these -not economic pressures or demographic shifts - are the forces that make things 

happen in Herodotus. 

This leads on to the final point of comparison  between The English  Patient  and  Herodotus' 

Histories:  that is, over  their status  as history.  The  Almasy  of Ondaatje's book  and  

Minghella's film is probably nothing like the historical Almasy. The fictional Almasy is straight 

where the historical was gay. A committed Nazi collaborator  has perhaps also, more 

controversially, been transformed  into an accidental spy. Both book and film tell us, of course, 

that, though their characters are 'based on historical  figures',  the story  is a fiction. Minghella  

has made clear, however, that he is, nevertheless, concerned with history, both in the sense of 

showing the personal dimension of history, and in the (weaker) sense of giving a truthful 

emotional complexity to his drama. 

Similar  questions  overshadow  Herodotus' status as a historian. Herodotus' accounts of foreign 

peoples contain details (or omissions) that seem difficult to square  with the claim,  made 

repeatedly for example in the case of Egypt, that he himself had witnessed  what he describes. 

Did he ever even visit Egypt? If not, what does this say about the rest of his Histories? 

Whatever· the truth of this matter, however, no one would deny that there are some fictional 

elements - speeches and dialogue, for example - to Herodotus' work. Sometimes we can 

reasonably say that such passages are serving a historical end. So, for example, when the 

Athenian general Miltiades, in a rousing speech before the battle of Marathon,  makes the 

assertion that Athens is fighting not just for her freedom from Persia but to be 'the first city in 

Greece', Herodotus clearly means to show that the Athenians are fighting as much to establish 

their power in Greece as to defeat the Persians. Where a modem historian might have spelled  

out such a conclusion in as many words, Herodotus tells it through a speech. But other episodes 

are rather harder to justify in this way. For example, Herodotus has the Persian queen Atossa 

approach  her  husband  in bed and  plead  with him to annexe Greece and 'prove to the 

Persians that they are ruled by a man'. It is surely unlikely that Herodotus  knew what went on 

in bed between the Persian King and his wife, or that he much cared. The story, of course, may 

illustrate  broader historical  'truths': that Persian women have too much power, that 

monarchies are bad things, for example. But we cannot easily escape the conclusion that 

Herodotus frequently tells stories which he does not believe to be strictly accurate. 

By conjuring  up psychologically plausible pillow-talk, or by introducing a battle by a rousing 

speech, Herodotus  slips, like Minghella, from a focus on historical  accuracy, on what really 

happened,  to a focus on historical  plausibility,  to what  might have happened. If The English 

Patient has given rise then to a debate  over  the boundaries  between history  and fiction, it has 

only reawakened an argument as old as history itself. Herodotus may be the 'Father of History', 

as Almasy has it, but certainly not history as we know it. 
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